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” I would like to thank everyone at Horseland Midland for all their
incredible support they have given to me throughout 2019 and it is
incredibly hard to put into words what this sponsorship has meant to
me. This sponsorship has meant so much to me as it has truly opened
up my eyes to a whole different perspective on our sport. It’s quite
incredible how much more people recognise you once you become
sponsored. I used to be the little quite achiever working away in the
background and now it’s like I’m in the spotlight. I must say that has
meant a lot to me as I feel as if all my hard work and dedication that I
have put into my horses over the years has finally payed off.
However, there is so much more to it than that, this sponsorship has
also enabled me to become a better rider and to be a real role model
to the younger generation coming up through pony club. All I have
ever wanted to do in Pony club is to help and encourage the younger
riders to have a go and take every opportunity that is out there
because there is so much up for offer. This sponsorship has helped
me achieve my goal for 2019 which was to compete internationally
once again and to get all my horse out and about even more than
what I did in 2018. It was so nice to be able to share my success with
Horseland after winning the Tri Nations cup and knowing that they
were there the whole time supporting me throughout my journey.
I’m now off to my third international event in March and I have
Horseland Midland to thank for that. The whole team at Horseland
Midland are incredibly kind, supportive and helpful and I must say
having the $500 to spend in store was also greatly appreciated as it
enabled me to buy my second Comiftec bridle, two new pressure
ease girth’s, new PEI boots, Dublin competition jodhpurs and even
my new Charles Owen skull cap which I absolutely love. There is no
way that I would have been able to purchase all of these great
products if I didn’t have the help from the sponsorship. Horseland
Midland always had me looking great with all their new products and
I know for a fact that my horses greatly appreciated their new bridles
and girth’s. They made a huge difference to the way that they
performed. This has truly been an incredible experience and I have
absolutely loved being a Horseland Midland sponsored rider and I am
going to miss having team Horseland behind me. It has truly been a
privilege to ride and compete for such an amazing store.”
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